
Emotional Education - What Has Been Said
(mainly from within groups who have elected to take courses to learn about emotional
education of human dynamics, as work with clients, individual or organisational, has a
different level of confidentiality. Clients have similar experiences.)

..this has helped me immeasurably

varied and interesting, if challenging; extremely useful …

felt better equipped to deal with the aspect of my work that troubles me...developed
various strategies... feel optimistic that the situation will continue to improve...

this was subtle and less traditionally academic...a new wave at the educational front…
will leave its mark on years to come

… I was amazed at how much of the theory I could initially relate to

lots of personal observation, reading from sources and chance to take experimental steps
into this new field... materials for reading and discussion seems to me to be balanced,
helpful and in the right quantity...

yet another occasion where I think I already knew something but needed it to be pointed
out to me…yet again taught me as much about myself as about how to relate to others…

This forum is I think something lacking elsewhere… It really does make sense!!

I am more and more able to relate theory and concept to actual experiences, and from that
I am increasingly able to challenge, speculate and add new insight

major asset is the knowledge from listening to the experiences of others, especially
talking from an emotional standpoint …

every other obstacle has been jumped since, with my [Emotional Education]  experience
being central to it all…Make this compulsory so everyone can benefit

group work on observation really paid off…the chance to discuss the real problems…

the use of theoretical concepts and identifying them in the work issues that course
members brought to the group, enabled me to reflect in greater depth on the present
dynamics in my own work setting

…there have been many aspects of this [work], which have helped me think about how I
feel in situations and recognize how others may also feel. It has given me techniques to
deal with this and ideas to develop in the future

I remember theory such as transference, attachment theory, group dynamics, and of most
interest to me, defence mechanisms. But I remember learning a lot more than just the
theory. I learned how to listen. I learned how to empathise. And most importantly, I
learned how to deal with my anxieties and concerns safely. Essentially however, I learned
that to be able to manage … feelings and emotions efficiently, we first have to be able to
deal with our own in the same way…
… I think that it should be for everyone



And, from groups of teachers or students in teacher training:

… the emotional education elective has given me a new perspective on pupils and
teachers alike.. ... A teacher who is emotionally supportive is always going to reap the
dividends from the class

 articulates well with the [...] module and provides insight into general teaching as well

This elective has really helped me to be aware of the happenings and changes in my
feelings and the impact that they have on my teaching and relationships.

This [emotional education] has more to offer mainstream learning than most lectures or
workshops …

… the opportunity to actually take time to think about me and the way I react to situations
and people, and use these reactions in a more positive way… I began to regularly
evaluate my actions, especially when in the classroom, and to go beyond self to look at
the way that my pupil’s reacted emotionally in my classes… a real eye opener…

I thought “sounds really interesting” … it turned out to be much more than that and has
provided me with some vital tools that I will undoubtedly use well into my teaching
career and beyond

…I have found this elective fulfilled my expectations. It has been extremely useful and
rewarding for many reasons … many aspects of the course I will definitely be taking
forward into my career


